School Violence

This is a list of some of the resources related to school violence. You will find all of these resources in the Education Library. If you click on a title in this list, you will get the full information about where to find the resource. Check out the Education Library's Twitter, Blog and Facebook pages - you will find a wealth of information about the Education Library’s services and resources.

Anticipating and managing crime, crisis and violence in our schools : a practical guide  
LB3013.3.C366x 2007

Assessing student threats : a handbook for implementing the Salem-Keizer system  
LB2866.A87 2011

Banishing bullying behavior : transforming the culture of pain, rage, and revenge  
LB3013.3.F748x 2009

Banishing bullying behavior : transforming the culture of peer abuse  
LB3013.3.F748 2011

Bullying from both sides : strategic interventions for working with bullies & victims  
LB3013.3.R63x 2006

Bullying prevention for schools : a step-by-step guide to implementing a successful anti-bullying program  
LB3013.3.B433x 2009

Bully prevention : tips and strategies for school leaders and classroom teachers  
LB3013.3.B37x 2006

Bullying, victimization, and peer harassment : a handbook of prevention and intervention  
LB3013.3.B83x 2007

Ceremonial violence : a psychological explanation of school shootings  
LB3013.32.F443 2008

Children and bullying : how parents and educators can reduce bullying at school  
LB3013.3.R532x 2008

Combating gender violence in and around schools  
LB3013.3.C557 2006

Combating hatred : educators leading the way  
LB3013.3.F87x 2009

The comprehensive handbook of school safety  
LB2864.5.C65 2013

Comprehensive planning for safe learning environments : a school professional's guide to integrating physical and psychological safety, prevention through recovery  
LB2864.5.R44x 2010

Creating safe school environments : from small steps to sustainable change  
LB3013.3.J344 2009

An educator's guide to violence in schools  
KE3839.V56R64 2010
Elementary safe schools unit plans: a sample of comprehensive, integrated unit plans for the elementary grades  LB3013.3.H844 2006

Failing grades: the quest for equity in America's schools  LB3013.3.K364x 2007

Gender, bullying, and harassment: strategies to end sexism and homophobia in schools  LC212.82.M49x 2009

The handbook of school violence and school safety: from research to practice  LB3013.3.H346 2006

Leadership strategies for safe schools  LB2866.B37x 2009

Making your school safe: strategies to protect children and promote learning  LB2866.D48x 2007


Preventing violence and crime in America's schools: from put-downs to lock-downs  LB3013.3.L375x 2008

Research-based strategies for improving outcomes in behavior  LB3012.R47 2013

Responding to cyber bullying: an action tool for school leaders  LB3013.3.M94 2011

Rethinking school bullying: towards an integrated model  LB3013.3.D59 2011

Safe and peaceful schools: addressing conflict and eliminating violence  LB3013.3.W556 2012

Safe school ambassadors: harnessing student power to stop bullying and violence  LB3013.32.P49x 2008

Safe schools policy and practice: an agenda for action  LB3013.3.S244 2006

Safeguarding children and schools  LB3013.3.S262x 2008

School bullying: tools for avoiding harm and liability  LB3013.3.M395 2007

School crime and juvenile justice  LB3013.3.L38x 2007

School crime and safety  HV6250.4.S78S36 2006

School crisis case studies. Volume 2: before another school shooting occurs  LB2866.5.S46x 2009

School crisis prevention and intervention  LB2866.5.K47x 2009